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GOLF CARTS – CONDITIONS OF COVERAGE
Any sanctioned tournament that agrees to adhere to the conditions stated in this policy and pays a
$100 fee to NJ Youth Soccer may receive a certificate of liability insurance that covers golf
carts, cargo carts and flatbed carts for your sanctioned tournament. All other carts are excluded
from this coverage. Coverage will be provided pursuant to that certificate so long as all
applicable carts at the sanctioned tournament are used and operated in accordance with the
following conditions of coverage.
Tournaments must include a “Golf Cart Policy” in their rules submitted to NJ Youth Soccer with
tournament application that includes the following eleven (11) conditions:
1. All drivers must have a valid driver’s license.
2. No drivers under the age of 18 (preferably 21).
3. Drivers and all passengers should keep all body parts inside cart while vehicle is in
motion.
4. Carry only the number of passengers for which there are seats. No passengers in cargo
area.
5. Be aware of driving conditions, and reduce speed accordingly. Mandatory reduction of
speed when encountering hills, steep turns, pedestrian crossings, motor vehicles and
inclement weather.
6. Set the parking brake and remove key from vehicle when it is not in use.
7. Do not let unauthorized persons use the vehicle.
8. Return vehicle to its proper place when finished using it.
9. Drivers may not be under the influence of any substance that may impact driving ability
or response time.
10. Coverage is for use for the carts during daylight hours only.
11. Drive safely at all times.
The NJ Youth Soccer general liability policy provides liability coverage for the use of golf carts,
cargo carts and flatbed carts as long as the equipment is designed for use principally off public
roads and is not subject to financial responsibility laws of the state where it is garaged. Please
note that NJ Youth Soccer is providing liability coverage only and NOT loss or physical damage
coverage to the vehicle. If tournament hosts are renting golf carts, we recommend purchasing
coverage and/or a loss / damage waiver from the lessor to cover theft and vandalism. Theft and
vandalism are not covered by NJ Youth Soccer.
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